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Abstract
Magnetic nanowires have been considered to compose devices based on the concepts of spintronic
and magnonic technologies. Despite stripe and cylindrical nanomagnets being widely studied,
curvature effects on the magnetic properties of nanowires have been low explored. In this work
the analysis of the influence of curvature on the demagnetizing field inside a curved magnetic
wire is proposed. By performing analytical calculations, it is shown that unlike their cylindrical
counterparts, curved nanowires present a demagnetizing field that has different values along its
polar-like angle. In addition, the demagnetizing field presents a dependence on the azimuthal
position.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Due to their potential applications in random access memory, data storage1, cancer
therapy2, spintronic and magnonic devices3, magnetic nanoparticles have been widely stud-
ied, as from experimental as from theoretical point of view. From experimental point of
view, several works have reported the production and characterization of nanomagnets with
different shapes and sizes4–6. For instance, recent advances in experimental techniques to
fabricate nanoparticles has made it possible the production of nanomagnets with unusual
geometries such as rolled-up magnetic membranes7, paraboloidal magnetic caps8 or modu-
lated nanomagnets9. The production of nanomagnets with cylindrical geometry (nanowires
and nanotubes) has been also reported10. Such magnetic nanowires and nanotubes ap-
pear as prominent candidates to compose units of information for non-volatile memories,
logic gates11,12 and devices based on the concept of “race-track memory”13. This develop-
ment on experimental techniques to produce magnetic nanoparticles and the possibilities
of applications for such structures make it necessary the understanding on the influence of
curvature on the magnetic properties of nanoparticles. In this context, in last years, a lot
of effort has been done aiming to describe how the geometry can influence the properties of
nanomagnets20,21.
The proposition of a race-track device demands the understanding on the dynamics of
a domain wall along a nanowire. In the case of cylindrical nanowires, the knowledge on
the dynamics of domain wall under the action of magnetic fields or spin currents is reason-
ably well developed14–17. Among main results, interesting properties appearing due to the
symmetry of cylindrical nanowires are theoretically predicted and experimentally observed.
Among them, the absence of a Walker field18 in the domain wall motion can be highlighted.
Indeed, unlike what it is noted for stripe nanowires19, the domain wall moves smoothly in
a cylindrical nanowire and its velocity does not present the oscillatory behavior occurring
above the Walker field15. On the other hand, due to the lost of cylindrical symmetry, inter-
esting magnetic properties are noted if the cylindrical nanowire is curved. For example, it
was shown that a domain wall can be pinned even when it is passing across curved region of
a nanowire22. In addition, torsion and curvature effects lead to the appearance of a Walker
limit and negative velocities during the domain wall motion23,24. Based on the above and
on the influence of the geometry on the magnetic properties of nanomagnets, in this work
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it is proposed the study of the dependence of the demagnetizing field on the geometry of a
curved nanowire. It is well known that the demagnetizing field of an in-plane single domain
state in a cylindrical nanowire is independent on the direction in which the magnetization
is pointing in25. On the other hand, once the cylindrical symmetry is lost in a curved wire,
the demagnetizing field of a homogeneous magnetization configuration must present a de-
pendence on the curvature. Indeed, by representing a curved wire as a torus section, the
demagnetizing fields of four different magnetization configurations are obtained and it is
shown that the components of the demagnetizing field present an explicit dependence on
the curvature.
This work is divided as follows: in Section II we present the adopted theoretical model to
describe the nanowire and to calculate the demagnetizing field; Section III brings the results
and discussions; finally, in Section IV the conclusions and prospects are presented.
II. THEORETICAL MODEL
The main objective of this work is to determine the demagnetizing field generated inside
a curved wire described as a torus section. In this case, the micromagnetic theory will be
adopted. In the frame of micromagnetism, a magnetic structure is described as a continuous
medium whose magnetic state is defined by the magnetization vector as a function of the
position inside the element. In this case, the demagnetizing field can be calculated by
H = −∇Φ, where Φ is the magnetostatic potential, determined from the Laplace equation
∇2Φ = 0. In the absence of electric currents, the magnetostatic potential comes from surface
and volumetric magnetic charges, respectively defined as σ = m · n and % = ∇ ·m. Here,
n is the normal vector pointing outward the surface of the magnet and m = ~M/MS, with
M being the magnetization vector and MS the saturation magnetization. In this case, the
formal solution of the Laplace equation is given by
Φ =
MS
4pi
[∫
S
σ
|~r − ~r ′|dS −
∫
V
%
|~r − ~r ′|dV
]
, (1)
where |~r ′ − ~r| is the distance between two points into the magnetic body.
Since a curved magnet is being considered, all vector operators must be given in a curvi-
linear basis26. Then, in order to calculate the magnetostatic potential of a curved wire, it
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FIG. 1. Adopted coordinate system to describe the curved wire.
will be paramettrized by a torus section, that is27
~r = xˆ
ρ sinh β cosϕ
cosh β − cos η + yˆ
ρ sinh β sinϕ
cosh β − cos η + zˆ
ρ sin η
cosh β − cos η , (2)
where ρ is a constant that defines the radius of a circle in the plane z = 0 when β → ∞.
β ∈ [β0,∞) determines the torus thickness (β0 describes the external surface), ϕ ∈ [−ϕ0, ϕ0]
plays the role of an azimuthal angle and η ∈ [0, 2pi] is the poloidal angle (See Fig. 1).
The coordinate system represented in Eq. (2) can be related to a more natural parameters
describing a torus by cosh β = R/r (the external surface of the wire is described by cosh β0 =
R/r) and ρ =
√
R2 − r2, where r and R are the poloidal and toroidal radii28, respectively.
The wire length is given by ` = 2ϕ0R in such way that the wire with greater curvature,
described by a half-torus section, is obtained when (ϕ0 = pi/2 → R = `/pi) and an almost
straight wire is obtained for R → ∞. From Eq. (2), one can evaluate the normal vector
pointing outward the wire surface, obtaining n = −βˆ = −F (β, η)Rˆ−G(β, η)zˆ , where
F (β, η) ≡ F = 1− cosh β cos η
cosh β − cos η (3)
and
G(β, η) ≡ G = − sinh β sin η
cosh β − cos η . (4)
In addition, Rˆ = xˆ cosϕ + yˆ sinϕ is the radial vector pointing outward the wire in the
xy-plane.
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FIG. 2. Considered magnetization configurations. (a) describes a SDx state; (b) a SDz state; (c)
represents a RSD state; and (d), a VSD state.
The magnetization ~M ≡ MSm is parametrized in a spherical coordinate system (r, φ, θ)
on the basis of Cartesian coordinates, that is, m = xˆ cosφ sin θ+yˆ sinφ sin θ+zˆ cos θ. For the
purposes of this work, the demagnetizing fiels associated with four different magnetization
configurations (see Fig. 2) will be calculated: i) a single domain state pointing along x
direction (SDx), described by mSDx = xˆ; ii) a single domain state pointing along z-zxis
direction (SDz), where mSDz = zˆ; iii) a radial single domain state (RSD), in which the
magnetic moments pointing outward the wire and are described by mRSD = Rˆ; and an in-
surface state (HV), in which the magnetic moments point along azimuthal direction of the
wire, mHV = ϕˆ = −xˆ sinϕ+ yˆ cosϕ. These magnetic states have been chosen because they
share general features of other magnetic configurations that can appear as magnetization
groundstate or metastable states in a curved nanowire.
The calculation of the magnetostatic potential is, in general, very hard. A possible way
is expanding the inverse of the distance in an infinite series using Green’s functions. In the
case of toroidal geometry, the inverse of the distance in toroidal coordinates is given by27
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|~r ′ − ~r| =
√
(cosh β′ − cos η′)(cosh β − cos η)
piρ
∞∑
k,n=0
(−1)kεnεk cosn(η′ − η)
× cos k(ϕ′ − ϕ)Γ(n− k + 1/2)
Γ(n+ k + 1/2)
P kn−1/2(cosh β<)Q
k
n−1/2(cosh β>) , (5)
where εk = (2 − δk,0), εn = (2 − δn,0), Γ(x) is the gamma function, P kn−1/2(cosh β) and
Qkn−1/2(cosh β) are the Legendre functions of half-integer order (also known as toroidal har-
monics). From using the expansion given in Eq. (5), the magnetostatic potential for single
domain29 and onion30 states in magnetic nanotori were obtained.
In some situations, it is useful to describe the components of a vector field in their
Cartesian components. In this context, the components of a vector field (H) writen in
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toroidal coordinates (β, η, ϕ) can be changed to a Cartesian basis (x, y, z) by using the
transformation 
Hx
Hy
Hz
 =

F cosϕ G cosϕ − sinϕ
F sinϕ G sinϕ cosϕ
G −F 0


Hβ
Hη
Hϕ
 , (6)
where F and G were defined in Eq. (3).
III. RESULTS
From the presented model, analytical expressions for the magnetostatic potential and the
demagnetizing fields associated to each magnetization configuration can be determined.
A. Magnetostatic potential
There are two contributions to the magnetotatic potential associated to SDx state. The
first contribution comes from the ends of the wire, that is, at −ϕ0 (S1) and ϕ0 (S2), where
mSDx · ϕˆ = − sinϕ0. The second contribution comes from magnetostatic charges appear-
ing along the wire external surface (β0) and given by mSDx · n = −F cosϕ. Thus, the
magnetostatic potential of SDx is given by ΦSDx = ΦSDx1 + ΦSDx2, where
ΦSDx1 = −MS
4pi
{∫
S1
sinϕ0
|~r ′ − ~r|dS1 +
∫
S2
sinϕ0
|~r ′ − ~r|dS2
}
, (7)
and
ΦSDx2 =
MS
4pi
∫
S3
1
|~r ′ − ~r|
[
cosϕ(cosh β0 cos η − 1)
(cosh β0 − cos η)
]
dS3 , (8)
where the integrals are evaluated at the wire surface. The surface element along the wire
external surface is dS3 = ρ
2 sinh β0/(cosh β0 − cos η)2dηdϕ, while the surface element at the
wire ends is dS1 = dS2 = ρ
2/(cosh β − cos η)2dηdβ.
The integral in ϕ must be evaluated in the interval ϕ ∈ [−ϕ0, ϕ0]. In this case, the
substitution of Eq. (5) in Eqs. (7) and (8) yields
ΦSDx1
MS
= −ρ
√
cosh β′ − cos η′
2pi2
∞∑
k,n=0
(−1)kεnεk gk(ϕ′)P kn−1/2(cosh β ′)
×
∫ ∞
β0
dβ Q−kn−1/2(cosh β)
∫ 2pi
0
dη
cosn(η − η′)
(cosh β − cos η)3/2 , (9)
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and
ΦSDx2
MS
=
ρ sinh β0
√
cosh β′ − cos η′
4pi2
∞∑
k,n=0
(−1)kεnεk fk(ϕ′)P kn−1/2(cosh β0)
×Q−kn−1/2(cosh β)
∫ 2pi
0
dη
cosn(η − η′)(cosh β0 cos η − 1)
(cosh β0 − cos η)5/2 , (10)
where gk(ϕ
′) = sinϕ0 cos kϕ0 cos kϕ′,
fk(ϕ
′) =
2 cos kϕ′(k sin kϕ0 cosϕ0 − cos kϕ0 sinϕ0)
k2 − 1 . (11)
and we have used the property31
Γ(n− k + 1/2)
Γ(n+ k + 1/2)
Qkn−1/2(cosh β
′) = Q−kn−1/2(cosh β
′) , (12)
The integrals in η can be performed from using the trigonometric identity cosn(η′−η) =
cosnη cosnη′+ sinnη sinnη′ and the integral representation of Qkn−1/2(cosh β) (See Ref.
27 p.
961). In this case, after some algebraic manipulation, we have that
ΦSDx1 =
√
cosh β′ − cos η′
∞∑
k,n=0
cosnη ′Ωk,n(β0)gk(ϕ′)P kn−1/2(cosh β
′) , (13)
and
ΦSDx2 =
√
cosh β′ − cos η′
∞∑
k,n=0
cosnη′ Λk,n(β0)fk(ϕ′)Q−kn−1/2(cosh β
′) , (14)
where
Ωk,n(β0) =
2ρMS
√
2
pi2
(−1)kεnεk
∫ ∞
β0
dβ
Q−kn−1/2(cosh β)Q
1
n−1/2(cosh β)
sinh β
, (15)
and
Λk,n(β0) = −2ρMS
√
2 cosh β0
3pi2
(−1)kεnεkP k 0n−1/2
×
[
Q2 0n+1/2
sinh β0
− n Q1 0n−1/2 −
Q2 0n−1/2
sinh β0
]
, (16)
with P (Q)µ 0ν ≡ P (Q)µν (cosh β0).
The calculation of the magnetostatic potential of the SDz configuration follows the same
procedure above described. However, in this case, the ends of the wire do not contribute to
the magnetostatic potential. Thus, the magnetostatic potential of this configuration is
ΦSDz =
MS
4pi
∫
S3
ρ2 sinh β
|~r ′ − ~r|
[
sinh β sin η
(cosh β − cos η)3
]
dηdϕ . (17)
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Then, analogously to the performed calculations to determine ΦSDx2, we have that
ΦSDz =
√
cosh β′ − cos η′
∞∑
k,n=0
n sinnη′Ψk,n(β0)hk(ϕ′)Q−kn−1/2(cosh β
′) , (18)
where
Ψk,n(β0) = −8ρMS
√
2 sinh β0
3pi2
(−1)kεnεkQ1 0n−1/2 P k 0n−1/2 (19)
and hk(ϕ
′) = k−1(2 cos kϕ′ sin kϕ0).
The third configuration consists in a radial state. As the SDz state, RSD has no surface
magnetostatic charges at the ends of the wire. However, there are two contributions to
the magnetostatic potential. One coming from surface and other coming from volumetric
charges. That is, ΦRSD = ΦRSDS + ΦRSDV , where subscripts S and V denote surface
and volumetric contributions to the magnetostatic potential. From the definition of the
magnetization in RSD state, it can be noted that mRSD · n = −F . Then, the calculation
of the surface contribution to the magnetostatic potential is promptly obtained from the
expression of ΦSDx2 with the replacement of fk(ϕ
′) by hk(ϕ′). Then,
ΦRSDS =
√
cosh β′ − cos η′
∞∑
k,n=0
cosnη′ Λk,n(β0)hk(ϕ′)Q−kn−1/2(cosh β
′) . (20)
The volumetric charge associated to RSD state is determined from the divergent of
the magnetization written in curvilnear coordinate system26, ∇ · mRSD = (cosh β −
cos η)/ρ sinh β. Therefore, after some algebraic manipulation, the following expression
is obtained
ΦRSDV =
ρMS
√
2
pi2
√
cosh β′ − cos η′
∞∑
k,n=0
(−1)kεnεk cosnη′
×hk(ϕ′)P kn−1/2(cosh β′)
∫ ∞
β0
Q1n−1/2(cosh β)Q
−k
n−1/2(cosh β)
sinh β
dβ
⇒ ΦRSDV =
1
2
√
cosh β′ − cos η′
∞∑
k,n=0
cosnη ′Ωk,n(β0)
×hk(ϕ′)P kn−1/2(cosh β ′) . (21)
At last, it will be analyzed the magnetostatic potential of a VSD configuration. In this
case, only the surface charges associated to the ends of the wire accounts to the calculations
and thus, the magnetostatic potential of VSD state is given by
ΦV SD = −ΦSDx1
sinϕ0
. (22)
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B. Demagnetizing fields
Despite having analyzed the magnetostatic potential of four different magnetization con-
figurations, due to their similar expressions, in this subsection only the demagnetizing field
of RSD and SDz states will be evaluated. The results here obtained give a good qualitative
description for the two other states.
By using the ∇ operator in toroidal coordinates27, the demagnetizing field in a toroidal
coordinate system is evaluated as
Hd = −cosh β
′ − cos η′
ρ
[
∂Φ
∂β′
βˆ′ +
∂Φ
∂η′
ηˆ′ +
1
sinh β′
∂Φ
∂ϕ′
ϕˆ′
]
. (23)
Therefore, the demagnetizing field in a toroidal basis can be represented as Hd = Hββˆ +
Hηηˆ + Hϕϕˆ. In this case, the components of the demagnetizing field associated to surface
charges of RSD state are given by
HSβ
RSD
= −
√
cosh β − cos η
ρ
∞∑
k,n=0
cosnηΛk,n(β0)hk(ϕ)
×
{sinh β
2
Q−kn−1/2(cosh β) + (cosh β − cos η)
dQ−kn−1/2(cosh β)
dβ
}
, (24)
HSη
RSD
= −
√
cosh β − cos η
ρ
∞∑
k,n=0
Λk,n(β0)hk(ϕ)Q
−k
n−1/2(cosh β)
×
{1
2
sin η cosnη − n(cosh β − cos η) sinnη
}
, (25)
and
HSϕRSD = −
(cosh β − cos η)3/2
ρ sinh β
∞∑
k,n=0
cosnηΛk,n(β0)Q
−k
n−1/2(cosh β)
dhk(ϕ)
dϕ
. (26)
The components of the demagnetizing field associated to the volumetric charges of RSD
configuration are
HVβ
RSD
= −
√
cosh β − cos η
2ρ
∞∑
k,n=0
cosnηΩk,n(β0)hk(ϕ)
×
{sinh β
2
P kn−1/2(cosh β) + (cosh β − cos η)
dP kn−1/2(cosh β)
dβ
}
, (27)
HVη
RSD
= −
√
cosh β − cos η
2ρ
∞∑
k,n=0
Ωk,n(β0)hk(ϕ)P
k
n−1/2(cosh β)
×
{1
2
sin η cosnη − n(cosh β − cos η) sinnη
}
, (28)
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and
HVϕRSD = −
(cosh β − cos η)3/2
2ρ sinh β
∞∑
k,n=0
cosnηΩk,n(β0)P
k
n−1/2(cosh β)
dhk(ϕ)
dϕ
. (29)
Since the magnetostatic potential of SDx configuration (Eqs. (10) and (14)) has similar
expressions to the magnetostatic potential of RSD state (Eqs. (20) and (21)), qualitative
behavior of the demagnetizing field for SDx state is well described by the previously pre-
sented results. Then, explicit equations of the demagnetizing field associated with SDx
configuration will be omitted here.
The solution of the magnetostatic potential of SDz state (See Eq. (18)) presents subtle
differences when compared with Eq. (20). In this context, it is interesting to perform
the explicit calculation of the demagnetizing field related to this configuration, which is
evaluated as
Hβ
SDz
= −
√
cosh β − cos η
ρ
∞∑
k,n=0
n sinnηΨk,n(β0)hk(ϕ)
×
{sinh β
2
Q−kn−1/2(cosh β) + (cosh β − cos η)
dQ−kn−1/2(cosh β)
dβ
}
, (30)
Hη
SDz
= −
√
cosh β − cos η
ρ
∞∑
k,n=0
nΨk,n(β0)hk(ϕ)Q
−k
n−1/2(cosh β)
×
{1
2
sin η sinnη + n(cosh β − cos η) cosnη
}
, (31)
and
HϕSDz = −
(cosh β − cos η)3/2
ρ sinh β
∞∑
k,n=0
n sinnηΨk,n(β0)Q
−k
n−1/2(cosh β)
dhk(ϕ)
dϕ
. (32)
C. Numerical results
Despite having obtained analytical expressions for the demagnetizing field components
given in Eqs. (24)-(32), an immediate analysis of their physical content is not clear due
to their complicated forms. Therefore, to extract relevant results we should evaluate them
numerically. For doing that, we employ the Fortran subroutine code DTORH132,33, which
gives the values of P kn−1/2(cosh β) and Q
k
n−1/2(cosh β). Due to the fast convergence of the
series, we stop the sums at k = 30 and n = 30.
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In this work, the results are normalized in relation to the saturation magnetization, that
is, in numerical calculations MS = 1 is adopted. In addition, the poloidal radius and length
of the nanowires are respectively r = 10 nm and ` = 100 nm. The toroidal radius R is varied
in function of ϕ0, in the form R = `/2ϕ0. Consequently, the wire with greater curvature,
K = 1/R = pi × 107m−1, is given by a half-torus section (ϕ0 = pi/2). The presented
numerical results describe the demagnetizing field on the wire surface (β = β0).
Figs. 3-(a) and (b) present respectively the dependence of HβRSD on the curvature and
on the azimuthal position, ϕ, along the wire. From Fig.3a, it can be noted that HβRSD
depends on the curvature of the wire. In this case, the graphics show a cosine-like behavior
and an asymmetry for η = 0 and η = pi is observed. That is, the absolute value of HβRSD at
η = 0 is lower than its absolute value at η = pi. Then, ∆HβRSD = HβRSDη=0 −HβRSDη=pi < 0.
Nevertheless, it is interesting to note that the smaller the curvature, the smaller ∆HβRSD , in
such way that ∆HβRSD → 0 when 1/K → 0. On the other hand, despite small quantitative
variations, qualitative changes of HβRSD are no observed at different positions along the wire
(See Fig. 3-(b)). Figs. 3-(c) and (d) present the behavior of HηRSD for different curvatures
and different positions along the wire. It can be noted a sine-like behavior with maxima
absolute values given at η = pi/2 and η = 3pi/2. Despite HηRSD is depending on curvature,
no asymmetry is observed when we compare its maximum absolute values at η = pi/2 and
η = 3pi/2. Finally, the behavior of HϕRSD in function of the position along the wire is shown
in Fig. 3-(f). It can be noted that HϕRSD = 0 in the center of the wire (ϕ = 0) and increases,
in absolute value, reaching its maximum value at the wire ends. The maximum value of
the demagnetizing field appearing in the internal border of the wire shows an interesting
relation between curvature and dipolar energy. This effect must be important in describing
the properties of a domain wall displacing along curved wires. However, curvature effects
on the dypolar field is a low explored issue. In general, most of works devoted to study this
theme use the space of momenta to calculate the demagnetizing field of curved particles34–37.
In Fig. 4 it is presented the components of the demagnetizing fields of SDz configura-
tion, obtained from Eqs. (30) - (32). Analogously to what happens for RSD state, the
demagnetizing field depends on the curvature of the wire. However, there is a reversal in
the behavior of Hβ and Hη. That is, HβSDz presents a sine-like behavior and its absolute
value is symmetric under the change from η = pi/2 to η = 3pi/2. On the other hand, HηSDz
presents a cosine-like behavior with a maximum value (in absolute value) at η = pi.
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FIG. 3. Components of the demagnetizing field of RSD state for different curvatures and azimuthal
positions along the curved wire in function of η. (a) and (c) show, respectively, HβRSD and HηRSD
at ϕ = 0 for different curvatures. (b) and (d) show the dependence of HβRSD and HηRSD on the
azimuthal position ϕ along the wire for a constant curvature. Fig. (e) shows the behavior of the
function f(η) = Hη
RSD
cos η −HβRSD sin η. (f) shows the dependence of HϕRSD on the azimuthal
position along the wire for a constant curvature.
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FIG. 4. Components of the demagnetizing field of SDz state for different curvatures in function of
η. (a) shows the behavior of HβSDz and (b) presents HηSDz at ϕ = 0 for different curvatures.
FIG. 5. Fig. (a) presents the component along x-axis direction in function of η for different
curvatures. Fig. (b) shows the demagnetizing field pointing along z-zxis direction for the SDz
state.
The representation of the demagnetizing fields in a Cartesian basis can lead to a more
intuitive description of the demagnetizing field of a curved wire. By using Eq. (6), we can
numerically calculate the components HxRSD and HzSDz . The analysis of Fig. 5 evidences the
dependence on the curvature of the demagnetizing fields, as well as the maximum (absolute
value) of the demagnetizing fields at η = pi. It can be noted that HxRSD decreases with the
decreasing of curvature and its value tends to a constant for 1/K → 0. This behavior is
noted also for HzSDz .
This curvature-dependent demagnetizing field can produce differences in the magnetiza-
tion groundstate of nanowires when they are curved. Furthermore, a domain wall displacing
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along a curved nanowire must present curvature-induced changes in its dynamics. In fact,
Yershov et al22 showed that a domain wall can be pinned by a curved region in a cylindrical
nanowire. However, in that work, the observed effects are purely related with exchange
energy cost. Here, we show that dipolar field can also produce observable effects on the
magnetic properties of a curved wire.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Analytical solutions to the magnetostatic potential of four magnetization configurations
(SDx, SDz, RSD and VSD) have been obtained by representing a curved wire as a torus
section. For considering a curvilinear basis, the demagnetizing field of two of the considered
configurations (RSD and SDz) have been explicitly calculated. The obtained results evidence
a dependence of the demagnetizing field on the curvature of the wire. Furthermore, despite
its angular symmetry along poloidal direction, the absolute values of the demagnetizing
fields are different at the external and internal borders of the wire. The dependence on
the curvature of the demagnetizing field is also evidenced when the demagnetizing field
components are written in terms of a Cartesian basis. The obtained solutions are important
to describe the magnetization groundstate configuration and the properties of a domain wall
in a curved wire.
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and Fapesb (JCB0063/2016). He thanks also D. Altbir and A. Espejo for fruitful discussions
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